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FIRSTPOINT

Powered by The Australian Digest
FirstPoint is an online case law research tool that provides citation
information, reliable summaries of important cases and makes it easy
to find similar and related cases. It offers easy subject based browsing
across 19,000 points of law.
FirstPoint makes case law research quick, easy and accurate, and provides a single
entry hub for a range of case law content including Australia’s largest collection
of authorised and specialist law reports.
Why choose FirstPoint?
- Case law research is faster, more accurate
A single entry hub for a range of case law content including Australia’s largest collection of
authorised and specialist law reports makes your research quick, easy and accurate. Case law
is updated daily, with over 15,000 new cases added every year.
- Search results are precise and relevant
FirstPoint highlights significant, useful and relevant case and legislation relationships
(those which create law, apply/extend law to new or novel facts or are otherwise important).
- Legally-qualified editors review, classify and summarise cases
Our team of legal editors make your life easier by applying a set of selection criteria to ensure
that significant judgments are digested with key points available at a glance. They also
summarise (or “digest”) the cases to give you a snapshot of the relevant points of law
covered by a case enabling you to see the most important points concisely and making your
research efficient.
- Cases are classified according to The Australian Digest taxonomy
The taxonomy is a hierarchical classification scheme with a controlled vocabulary, specifically
designed for Australian case law. It is one of the most respected legal research products in
Australia (called The Australian Digest).
It means you can research a particular legal topic and find relevant cases at the click of a
button. It also means you can use the “find more cases like this” functionality with the
certainty that you are capturing every piece of case law on that topic.
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Online case law research utilising
The Australian Digest classification
system.
FirstPoint is organised into 79 legal
titles and powered by The Australian
Digest
Each title contains a series of related and
relevant legal issues, displayed in
a hierarchical table of contents. Selecting
a particular title or legal issue in the TOC,
instantly displays all relevant cases, as
selected by the FirstPoint legal team.
Easy navigation to the full-text
of the decision
The FirstPoint record reveals all available
parallel citations and allows easy
navigation to the full-text of the decision.
We provide the unreported judgment
(with Word/RTF download) and all
reported versions, both court-authorised
and authoritative series, together with
accurate print PDF downloads.

FirstPoint ‘verified’ symbol
The case record includes legislation
considered, cases cited, cases citing,
journal articles, and words and phrases
judicially considered. “FirstPoint verified”
means these particular references are
significant and have been checked by the
FirstPoint legal team.
The data is being enhanced continually
to provide available case and legislation
references from within the judgment.
Authored digests and catchwords
To complete your case research, the
FirstPoint legal team have authored
digests and catchwords on the various
points of law raised in the judgment.
These including detailed summaries
of the holdings.

Available online via the
Westlaw Au platform
• View all results in a consolidated format
(the FirstPoint entry, Unreported Judgment
and report versions all on one screen)
• Instantly filter with Westlaw AU's advanced
filtering system (e.g. by jurisdiction)
• View the classification and link through to
relevant cases
• Decide on a case, print off the authorised or
authoritative report with one-click
• Instantly see all related documents (e.g.
journals, commentary, encyclopaedia)
• Review commentary and link directly back to
the case used or to cases related
• Set an alert or save the research

For more information, visit
legal.thomsonreuters.com.au/firstpoint
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Request a free trial
call 1300 304 195 or visit
legal.thomsonreuters.com.au/firstpoint

